
Window on the SM:!
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis-Post Planck

• BBN and the WMAP/Planck determination of η, ΩBh2 	

• Observations and Comparison with Theory	
               - D/H   - 4He    - 7Li	
!

• Neutrinos	
• Constraints on BSM physics	

!



BBN Theory

Conditions in the Early Universe:

T >
∼ 1 MeV

ρ = π2

30(2 + 7
2 + 7

4Nν)T 4

η = nB/nγ ∼ 10−10

β-Equilibrium maintained by
weak interactions

Freeze-out at ∼ 1 MeV determined by the
competition of expansion rate H ∼ T 2/Mp and
the weak interaction rate Γ ∼ G2

FT 5

n + e+
↔ p + ν̄e

n + νe ↔ p + e−

n ↔ p + e− + ν̄e

At freezeout n/p fixed modulo free
neutron decay, (n/p) ≃ 1/6 → 1/7
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Nucleosynthesis Delayed
(Deuterium Bottleneck)

p + n →D+γ Γp ∼ nBσ

p + n ←D+γ Γd ∼ nγσe−EB/T

Nucleosynthesis begins when Γp ∼ Γd

nγ

nB
e−EB/T ∼ 1 @ T ∼ 0.1 MeV

All neutrons → 4He

with mass fraction

Yp =
2(n/p)

1 + (n/p)
≃ 25%

Remainder:

D, 3He ∼ 10−5 and 7Li ∼ 10−10 by number
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modifies this approach, keeping the same exponential dependence, but changes from a power law

in T 1/3

9 to a power law in T9: exp(a′/T 1/3

9 )(
!

j c′jT
j
9 ). The main reason for the form of their fit is

to get fast convergence to the numerical data. In some cases (e.g. 3He(d, n)4He and 7Li(p,α)4He)

additional factors are used to improve the fit to the numerical results.

Table 1: Key Nuclear Reactions for BBN

Source Reactions

NACRE d(p, γ)3He

d(d, n)3He

d(d, p)t

t(d, n)4He

t(α, γ)7Li
3He(α, γ)7Be
7Li(p,α)4He

SKM p(n, γ)d
3He(d, p)4He
7Be(n, p)7Li

This work 3He(n, p)t

PDG τn

As noted above, some of the rates are not provided by NACRE. In these cases, the SKM rates

as indicated in Table 1 are used. One of these, 7Be(n, p)7Li, is a n-capture reaction for which a

large amount of data is available. The deuteron-induced reaction (3He(d, p)4He), is fit as a charged

particle reaction using the Caughlan & Fowler prescription, as discussed in the previous paragraph.

Several reactions deserve special mention. As noted by SKM and emphasized recently by

Nollett & Burles (2000), the p(n, γ)d reaction suffers from a lack of data in the BBN energy

range. Also, p(n, γ)d has only 4 data points (not available when SKM did their study) in the

relevant energy range ! 1 MeV. Fortunately, this reaction is well-described theoretically. Here we

follow both SKM and Nollett & Burles, by adopting the theoretical cross sections of Hale et al.

(1991), which provide an excellent fit to the four available data points by Suzuki (1995) and Nagai

(1997). Nevertheless, despite the present agreement between theory and data, the importance of

this reaction–which controls the onset of nucleosynthesis–demands that the theoretical cross section

fit be further tested by accurate experiment. We urge further investigation of this reaction.

Since SKM, Brune et al. (1999) have added new and very precise data for 3He(n, p)t (see Figure

1a).1 This has greatly reduced the uncertainty in this reaction. In order to use these data, we have

refit the R factor in the manner of SKM and Brune et al., using a third order polynomial in v and

1Note that in all figures having logarithmic vertical scales, errors have been properly propagated to reflect the log

nature of the plot.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

NACRE	
Cyburt, Fields, KAO	

Nollett & Burles	
Coc et al.
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!
	 BBN could not explain the	          
	 abundances (or patterns) of 	          
	 all the elements.	          
!
⇒ growth of stellar nucleosynthesis	
!
But, 	
	 Questions persisted:	          
	 	 25% (by mass) of 4He ?	                    
	 	 D?	          
Resurgence:	
	 BBN could successfully account	          
	 for the abundance of 	          
!

	 	 D, 3He, 4He, 7Li.	                    



Cyburt, Fields, Olive, Yeh



Historical PerspectiveHistorical Perspective

Intimate connection with CMB

Conditions for BBN:
Require T > 100 keV ⇒ t < 200 s
σv(p + n →D + γ) ≈ 5 × 10−20 cm3/s

⇒ nB ~ 1/σvt ~ 1017 cm-3

Today:
nBo ~ 10-7 cm-3

and
nB ~ R-3 ~ T3

Predicts the CMB temperature
To = (nBo / nB )1/3 TBBN ~10 K

Alpher
Herman
Gamow
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dxi/dt =Xxo—(pi p„/mi) xixo, (11b)
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I'ro. l. The time dependence of the proper distance I., the
densities of matter and radiation, p, and p„as well as the
temperature, T, are shown for the case where p "—10 "
/cm', p,"=10 "g/cm', p =10 ' g/cm, and p, —1 g/cm'.
See Eq. (12).j

dx, /d&=g(p, ipm/m, i)x, ixo g(—p,p~/m;)x, xo,
j=2, 3, , J, (11c)

where xp, x&, and x; are the concentrations by
weight of neutrons, protons, and nuclei of atomic
weight 2»j»J, respectively, m; the nuclear mass,
p the density of matter, ) the neutron decay
constant, and p, the eAective neutron capture
volume swept out per second by nuclei of species j.
Gamow' has sol~ed Eqs. (11a) and (11b) numeri-
cally, taking J= 1, and thereby describing the
building up of deuterons only. In general, Eqs. (11)
have a singularity at the origin because when t~0,
p —+~ as t &. In the approximation used by
Gamow this singularity is reduced because a rela-
tion for the capture cross section of protons for
neutrons is employed which makes pip (=oivp„)
vary as t '.
It may be seen readily that Eq. (11c) can be

written in the form

dx;/ds= (p, ,/Xm, i)x, i—(PJ/Xm;)xy,j=2, 3, , J, (11d)
where

s= j p (r)xo(r)dr, (11e)
We believe that a determination of the matter

density on the basis of only the first few light
elements is likely to be in error. Our experience
with integrations required to determine the relative
abundances of all elements" indicates that these
computed abundances are critically dependent upon
the choice of matter density. Furthermore, all
formulations of the neutron capture process which
have been made thus far neglect the thermal
dissociation of nuclei, which is one of the important
competing processes during the element forming
period if elements are formed from a very early time.
In order to clarify the difficulties associated with

the singularity at t=0, we digress here for an
examination of the equations employed to describe
the formation of the elements. These equations,
recently given by the authors, ' include neutron
decay and universal expansion but do not take into
account the effects of nuclear evaporation or any
processes other than radiative capture of neutrons.
In terms of concentrations by weight, x, m, n, /p„,=
rather than particle concentrations, n, , Eqs. (6)—(8)
of reference 7 may be written as

J
dxo/« =—Xxo—Z (p;p„/m, )x,xo, (11a)

the binding energy of the virtual triplet state of the deuteron,
and the radiation density constant a=7.65)C10 '~ erg cm '
deg. . Our expression di8'ers from that originally given by
Gamow because of algebraic errors contained in his results
and because he neglected the magnetic moment factor.

and

ln general, the integrand in Eq. (11e) is singular a,t
T =0, so that one must take r p )0. This implies
the choice of an initial time at which the element
forming process started. Physically, one may not
speak of an initial time because there were com-
peting processes which became unimportant as the
neutron capture process became important. Com-
peting processes such as photo-disintegration and
nuclear evaporation fall oR' approximately expo-
nentially with time so that neutron capture would
become significant rather rapidly, say in a time of
the order of 10' seconds. The inclusion of this type
of competing process in principle could be handled
and would yield a better estimate of the relative
abundances of the elements. However, without a
better knowledge of cosmology at very early t it
does not appear to be possible to avoid the above-
mentioned difficulty. Finally, if Eqs. (11a), (11b),
and (11c) are solved simultaneously for J=4, the
remaining equations for j)4 are given by Eq.
(11d) which is a simple first-order linear diIIerential
equation with constant coeRicients. Nevertheless,
Eqs. (11a) and (11b), which are the controlling
equations for the process, are not reduced to a
simple form and must still be solved in their present
form. Because of the above difficulties we find it
necessary to introduce the concept of a starting
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In Eqs. (7) and (8), I.=l/lp, y = (8sG/3), E2
= (c'/~RO'~), and p„~ and p„" are the densities of
matter and radiation when I = 1. In order to
integrate Eq. (6) and evaluate the integration
constant, it is necessary to specify the parameter
Ro and consequently /0, which gives the units in
which Ro is measured. Examination of Eq. (6)
indicates that Ro can be determined only if it is
possible to specify Ddl/dt)/L]i=io, p, and p„at any
given time. Since L(dl/dt)/L]i=io is the expansion
rate of space as determined by Hubble" and known,
therefore, only at the present time, since p is also
known now, and if we assume that p~&p, now, one
may evaluate Ro and E&. Introducing the value
of the present expansion rate of the universe
Ddl/dt)/L]i=i0=1. 8X10 ' sec 't. aking p ~. =10—»
g/cm' and l=lo= l.0" cm, i.e. , lo is the side of a
cube containing one gram of matter now, one
obtains R0=1.7X1027(—1)& cm and Kg=3.2X10 "
sec. '. The constants appearing in Eqs. (7) and (8)
involve the present densities of matter and radia-
tion. Clearly, in utilizing Eqs. (7) or (8) one may
introduce the density values at any other time
providing one specifies a value of I. at that time
which leads to the present value of the density of
matter. For convenience we have chosen lo to be
the side of a cube containing one gram of matter at
the present time, so that L, =1 now'. Furthermore,
we have again for convenience assumed that I.=O
at k=0. While Eq. (6) has a singularity at t=0
which is physically unreasonable, we have employed
the solutions in such a manner that the singularity
is of no consequence.
For purposes of computation it is convenient to

employ an approximate form for Eq. (7) which is
valid for early t, i.e., when

LL(~ "/~" )+(&2/v~" )L]&1.
The expansion of Eq. (7) which satisfies the above
inequality is

L = (4yp, ) &L'+(p -/6y&p, "-&)L'+(8y&p; &)
X [(3vp '/4p; ) &2]L'+ —. (10)

The validity of Eqs. (7) or (10) is questionable for
very early times, i.e. , in the vicinity of the singu-
larity at t =0, when the energy of light quanta was
comparable to the rest mass of elementary particles.
In fact, Einstein" has pointed out that there is a
difficulty at very early times because of the separate
treatment of the metric field (gravitation) and
electromagnetic fields and matter in the theory of
relativity. For large densities of field and of matter,
the field equations and even the field variables
which enter into them will have no real significance.

' E. P. Hubble, The Observationa/ Approach to Cosmology
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1937}."A. Einstein, The 3&axing of Relativity {Princeton Uni-
versity Press, Princeton, 1945).

However, since we do not concern ourselves with
the "beginning" this difficulty is obviated. In
addition to the fact that the relativistic energy
equation is not valid for very early times, there are
the problems of angular momentum of matter in
the universe, as well as certain physical factors
involved in the formation of the elements, which
we cannot handle satisfactorily at present.
In order to utilize the above equations, it is

necessary to specify p„",p„", and E2. While it may
appear that one need specify the matter and radia-
tion densities at the present time only, because of
Eq. (4), specifying p " and p, is equivalent to
specifying p ~ and p„, these being the densities at
a time during the period of element formation.
This time is to be specified later. (The primed
quantities should not be confused with the running
variables. ) It must be remembered that the value
of Ro employed is that calculated from the present
value of dL/dt.

III. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS DURING THE
EXPANSION

Some information is available regarding the
values of the matter and radiation densities at the
present time and, recently, studies of the relative
abundances of the elements have indicated values
for these densities prevailing very early in the
universe during the period of element formation.
Because of Eq. (4) a knowledge of p„and p,
during the element forming period together with
p„" fixes a value for p„", the present radiation
density, which is perhaps the least well-known
quantity.
In a recent paper Gamow, ' by considerations

which are different than those we have employed,
found a set of physical conditions which prevailed
during the early stages of the universe. He studied
the formation of deuterons only, by the capture of
neutrons by protons, taking into account the uni-
versal expansion. Equations for the formation of
deuterons were integrated from t =0, subject to the
condition that there were neutrons at the start (unit
concentration by weight) and that the final concen-
tration by weight of protons and deuterons was 0.5.
This solution determined a parameter o, which in
turn defined the magnitude of the matter density, "
p~ =pot
"The expression for the parameter cx, as given by Gamow

in reference 8, has been found to be incorrect {see reference 9).
%e find that a(=p eat/m, where p =p0t 8/2 is the density of
matter, v is the mean velocity of particles of mass nz, and cr is
the capture cross section of protons for neutrons) is correctly
given by

29/4~5/4Gl/4a1/4e2$
(f i i f+ I wr f)'(~"+~0")~'"po.

In this expression all the quantities have been defined by
Gamow in reference 8 except LL4~ and L(4~, the magnetic moments
in nuclear magnetons of proton and neutron, respectively, ~0,
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time for the element forming process. Equations
(11) have not yet been solved but are given to
illustrate the singularity. So far as we know, any
formulation of a theory of element building which
includes the type of cosmology discussed mill reHect
these same difficulties.
In what follows we continue the discussion of the

physical conditions employed in the solutions of
the relativistic energy equation. The mean density
of matter in the universe at the present time has
been determined by Hubble" to be

T= P(32+Ga)/(3c') ]—lt—l'K
=1.52)&10'ot-'*'K. (13a)

The density of radiation, p„, may be found from
p„= (a/c') T4, or

expansion alone. However, the thermal energy
resulting from the nuclear energy production in
stars would increase this value.
Since we have p, ))p ~ at early time the energy

relation given in Eq. (6) may be integrated in a
simpler form, with the result

p„=10 "g/cm'. (12a) p„=4.48X10't ' g/cm'. (13b)
An estimate of the density of matter, p, prevailing
at the start of the period of element formation is
obtained by integration of the equations for the
neutron capture theory of the formation of the
elements. Integrations in which neutron decay is
explicitly included, but in which the expansion of
the universe is not included, yield a matter density of
5X10 ' g/cm'. Preliminary investigations of the
equations, including the universal expansion, indi-
cate that this density should be increased by a factor
roughly of the order of 100 in order that one may
correctlydetermine the relative abundance of the ele-
ments with the universal expansion taken into ac-
count. In fact, we have numerically integrated for
the light elements the complete equations (see Eqs.
(11))with an "initial" density about 100 times the
density used in obtaining solutions without the
universal expansion. v We find that the above factor
of 100 is roughly what might be required. Ac-
cordingly, we have taken

p„—10 ' g/cm'. (12b)

These expressions for T and p, at early time are the
consequence of the assumption of an adiabatic
universe filled with blackbody radiation. I t can
also be shown that with the densities chosen in
Eq. (12) we have for early time

p~ = 1.70 &( 10 t ~ g/cm . (13c)
Using I and Io as already defined, we may determine
the constants A and 8 in Eq. (3).With the densities
discussed above we find A = 1 g and 8= 10' g cm.
These values of A and 8 fix the dependence of p
and p, on time through L(=l/lo). Using these
values of A and 8, we have computed I, p, p„,
and T. These quantities are plotted on a logarithmic
scale in Fig. 1. It should be noted in I'ig. 1 that
all the quantities plotted bear simple relationships
with the time to within several orders of magnitude

ll l6
T

10 12

As discussed elsewhere, "the temperature during
the element-forming process must have been of the
order of 10'—10'"K. This temperature is limited,
on the one hand, by photo-disintegration and
thermal dissociation of nuclei and, on the other
hand, by the lack of evidence in the relative
abundance data for resonance capture of neutrons.
For purposes of simplicity we have chosen

p„—1 g/cm', (12c)
which corresponds to T=0.6X10"K at the time
when the neutron capture process became impor-
tant.
In accordance with Eq. (4), the specification of

p ", p, and p„ fixes the present density of radia-
tion, p„". In fact, we find that the value of p„"
collsis'tellt with Eq. (4) is

p„i i—10 g/clll (12d)

lO

g C1

4 -12

3 -16

2 20 r
0-28 r
-I 32

I 24

2 0 2 4 6 log t(~c) 10
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-4

-10

12 14 16 18

which corresponds to a temperature now of the
order of 5'K. This mean temperature for the uni-
verse is to be interpreted as the background tem-
perature which would result from the universal

FIG. 2. The time dependence of the proper distance I thedensities of matter and radiation, p, and p„as well as the
temperature, T, are shown for the case where p —10 30
g/cm3, p, =10 " g/cm', p =1.8X10 4 g/cm', and p„—1
g/cm3. )See Eq. (15).g
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also well suited for presentation to students who
possess a limited knowledge of the theory of
determinants and matrices.

II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

'I'heorem. If A and 8 are hermitian matrices of
order n, A being positisie definite, the rank of the
matrix 8—X A is exactly n—k, where k is the
multiphcity of the root X; of the secular equation
)8—XA )

=0.
Let the rank of 8—le& be n r. Then—the equa-

tion

where Bl is hermitian and of order n—r. It follows that
X'(8—XA)X

(8—X;A) $=0

has r independent solutions, say $i, , $,. These
solutions can be so chosen" that they also satisfy
the orthonormality relations 81-)I

$,'A$;= 5;;.

By selecting arbitrarily n —r additional vectors,
say &,+i, , &„, so that the entire set of n vectors
is orthonormal in the sense of (2), one obtains a
non-singular matrix X=[pi, -, $ ] such that
X'AX=I. In view of this relation and the fact
that the first r columns of X satisfy (1), the matrix
X'BX has the form

'This device has been used by other authors to prove
similar theorems. See, for example, P. R. Halmos, "Finite
dimensional vector spaces, " AnnaIs of mathematics Studies
{Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1942), No. 7, pp.
125-126.

Since the roots of the equation ~X'(8 le)X~ =—0
are the same as the roots of the secular equation
and, in view of (3), li, is a root of the equation
~X'(8—L4)X~ =0 of multiplicity r at least, it
follows that r cannot exceed the multiplicity k of
the root X; for the secular equation. But if r is
less than k then ); is necessarily a root of the
equation

~
Bi—XI

~
=0. This is impossible since the

rank of X'(8—X;A)X is equal to the rank of
8—X;A, which is n—r by assumption, and by (3)
the rank of X'(8—X;A)X is also equal to the rank of
Bi X;I, which —is less than n r if ~Bi—X;I~ =—0.
It follows that r=k and the rank of 8—);A is
n—k as asserted.
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Remarks on the Evolution of the Expanding Universe* f
RALPH A. ALPHER AND ROBERT C. HERMAN

A pplied Phys&'s Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Silver Spring, 3faryland
{Received December 27, 1948)

The relativistic energy equation for an expanding universe of non-interconverting matter and
radiation is integrated. The above result, together with a knowledge of the physical conditions that
prevailed during the element forming process in the early stages of the expansion, is used to determine
the time dependences of proper distance as well as of the densities of matter and radiation. These
relationships are employed to determine the mean galactic diameter and mass when formed as
2.1X10' light years and 3.8X107 sun masses, respectively. Galactic separations are computed to be
of the order of 10' light years at the present time.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the experimental and theoretical infor-
mation now available it is possible to give a

*The work described in this paper was supported by the
Bureau of Ordnance, U. S. Navy, under Contract NOrd-7386.
t A preliminary account of this work eras given at the New

tentative description of the structure and evolution
of the universe. Investigations of cosmological
models of various types have been carried out
which explain many of the features of the observed
York meeting of the American Physical Society, January,
1949.
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• Production of the Light Elements:  D, 3He, 4He, 7Li	

• 4He observed in extragalctic HII regions: 
         abundance by mass = 25%	

• 7Li observed in the atmospheres of dwarf halo stars: 

         abundance  by number = 10-10	

• D observed in quasar absorption systems (and locally): 
         abundance by number = 3 x 10-5	

• 3He in solar wind, in meteorites, and in the ISM: 

         abundance by number = 10-5

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis



D/H
• All Observed D is Primordial!	

• Observed in the ISM and inferred from 
meteoritic samples (also HD in Jupiter)	

• D/H observed in Quasar Absorption systems

Cooke et al.

primordial deuterium at one percent 13

Figure 6. Our sample of seven high precision D/H measures is shown (symbols with error bars); the green symbol represents the new measure
that we report here. The weighted mean value of these seven measures is shown by the red dashed and dotted lines, which represent the 68
and 95 per cent confidence levels, respectively. The left and right panels show the dependence of D/H on the oxygen abundance and neutral
hydrogen column density, respectively. Assuming the Standard Model of cosmology and particle physics, the right vertical axis of each panel
shows the conversion from D/H to the universal baryon density. This conversion uses the Marcucci et al. (2016) theoretical determination of
the d(p, �)3He cross-section. The dark and light shaded bands correspond to the 68 and 95 per cent confidence bounds on the baryon density
derived from the CMB (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015).

Table 3. precision d/h measures considered in this paper

QSO zem zabs log10 N(H i)/cm�2 [O/H]a log10 N(D i)/N(H i)

HS 0105+1619 2.652 2.53651 19.426 ± 0.006 �1.771 ± 0.021 �4.589 ± 0.026

Q0913+072 2.785 2.61829 20.312 ± 0.008 �2.416 ± 0.011 �4.597 ± 0.018

Q1243+307 2.558 2.52564 19.761 ± 0.026 �2.769 ± 0.028 �4.622 ± 0.015

SDSS J1358+0349 2.894 2.85305 20.524 ± 0.006 �2.804 ± 0.015 �4.582 ± 0.012

SDSS J1358+6522 3.173 3.06726 20.495 ± 0.008 �2.335 ± 0.022 �4.588 ± 0.012

SDSS J1419+0829 3.030 3.04973 20.392 ± 0.003 �1.922 ± 0.010 �4.601 ± 0.009

SDSS J1558�0031 2.823 2.70242 20.75 ± 0.03 �1.650 ± 0.040 �4.619 ± 0.026
aWe adopt the solar value log10 (O/H) + 12 = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009).

or, expressed as a linear quantity:

105 (D/H)P = 2.527 ± 0.030 (10)

This value corresponds to a ⇠ 1 per cent determination of the
primordial deuterium abundance, and is shown in Figure 6
by the dashed and dotted horizontal lines to represent the 68
and 95 per cent confidence regions, respectively. Our deter-
mination of the primordial deuterium abundance quoted here
has not changed much from our previous estimate in Cooke
et al. (2016); as discussed above, the new value is in mutual
agreement with the previous six measures and is of compa-
rable precision. We therefore conclude that the primordial
deuterium abundance quoted here is robust.

5.2. Testing the Standard Model

In order to compare this measurement to the latest Planck
CMB results, we must first convert our estimate of (D/H)P to
the baryon-to-photon ratio, ⌘. To do this, we use the BBN
calculations described by Cooke et al. (2016, see also, Nol-
lett & Burles 2000; Nollett & Holder 2011), assuming the
Marcucci et al. (2016) d(p, �)3He reaction rate. For the case

of the Standard Model, we deduce a baryon-to-photon ratio
of

1010 ⌘ ⌘ ⌘10 = 5.931 ± 0.051 (11)

which includes the uncertainty of the nuclear data that are
used as input to the BBN calculations.

We can now convert this value of the baryon-to-photon ra-
tio into an estimate of the cosmic density of baryons using
the formula ⌘10 = (273.78± 0.18)⇥⌦B,0 h2 (Steigman 2006)
which, for the Standard Model, gives the value:

100⌦B,0 h2(BBN) = 2.166 ± 0.015 ± 0.011 (12)

where the first error term includes the uncertainty in the mea-
surement and analysis, and the second error term provides the
uncertainty in the BBN calculations.

The BBN inferred value of the cosmic baryon density is
somewhat lower than the Planck value, 100⌦B,0 h2(CMB) =
2.226 ± 0.023 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015, see gray



Figure 3: Optical spectrum of quasar 1937–1009, which shows the best example of
primordial D/H. The top spectrum, from the Kast spectrograph on the 3-m telescope at
Lick observatory, is of low spectral resolution, and high signal to noise. The continuum
emission, from the accretion disk surrounding the black hole at the center of the quasar,
is at about 6 flux units. The emission lines showing more flux (near 4950, 5820, 5940,
6230, 6700 & 7420 Å) arise in gas near the quasar. The absorptoin lines, showing less
flux, nearly all arise in gas which is well separated from, and unrelated to the quasar. The
numerous absorption lines at 4200 – 5800 Å are H I Lyα from the gas in the intergalactic
medium. This region of the spectrun is called the Lyα forest. This gas fills the volume
of the intergalactic medium, and the absorption lines arise from small, factor of a few,
fluctuations in the density of the gas on scales of a few hundred kpc. The Lyα lines were
all created by absorption of photons with wavelengths of 1216Å. They appear at a range
of observed wavelengths because they have different redshifts. Hence Lyα absorption at
5800Å is near the QSO, while that at 5000Å is nearer to us. The abrupt drop in flux
at 4180 Å is caused by H I Lyman continuum absorption in the absorber at z = 3.572.
Photons now at < 4180 Å had more than 13.6 eV when they passed though the absorber,
and they ionized its H I. The 1% residual flux in this Lyman continuum region has been
measured in spectra of higher signal to noise (Burles & Tytler 1997) and gives the H I
column density, expressed as H I atoms per cm−2 through the absorbing gas. The lower
plot shows a portion of a spectrum with much higher resolution taken with the HIRES
spectrograph on the Keck-1 telescope. We mark the Lyα absorption lines of H I and D
from the same gas. The column density of D is measured from this spectrum. Dividing
these two column densities we find D/H = 3.3 ± 0.3 × 10−5 (95% confidence), which is
believed to be the primoridal value, and using SBBN predictions, this gives the most
accurate measurements of η and Ωb.
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A word about d(p,γ)3He
Some recent claims (Coc et al.; Cooke et al.) claim a discrepancy with	
theory and observation in D/H.

Based on fit to theoretical S-factor (Marucci et al.)3

� (2iKi � �
i

⇥ q)q2/2 + 2(Ki ⇥ q)�
i

⇥K
i

�
,(1)

where K
i

= (p0
i

+ p
i

)/2, p
i

and p0
i

being the initial
and final momenta of the nucleon, q is the photon mo-
mentum, e is the electron charge, e

i

= (1 + ⌧
i,z

)/2, the
charge-projection isospin operator, 

i

= (
S

�
V

⌧
i,z

)/2,

S

= �0.12µ
N

(
V

= 3.706µ
N

) being the isoscalar
(isovector) combination of the anomalous magnetic mo-
ments of proton and neutron, and �

i

(⌧
i

) are the spin
(isospin) Pauli matrices. It was found in Ref. [17] that
jRC

i

reduces the n � d total cross section at thermal en-
ergies of about 4-5 %, bringing the theoretical prediction
in a much better agreement with the experimental da-
tum (within 4 %). In the p � d case, instead, we have
found that the operator jRC

i

gives a positive contribution,
increasing the astrophysical S-factor of 1–3 % over the
whole energy range considered here (see Table I).

TABLE I: The p� d astrophysical S-factor (in keV b) for a
representative set of energy values E (in keV). The theoretical
percent uncertainty arising from the solution of the p � d
scattering problem with the HH method is given in the second
column (�SWF ), while the additional contribution due to the
one-body term of Eq. (1) (�j(RC)) is given in the last column,
also in percent. Note that for E=2 MeV (last row), the value
for �SWF is below the permil level, and therefore not quoted.

E [keV] S(E) [keV b] �SWF [%] �j(RC) [%]
10 0.286 0.1 +0.8
20 0.355 1.0 +1.1
35 0.460 1.1 +1.3
50 0.570 0.9 +1.7
70 0.716 0.4 +2.1
95 0.912 0.3 +2.3
120 1.112 0.8 +2.4
145 1.317 0.4 +2.5
170 1.529 0.4 +2.6
195 1.748 0.4 +2.6
220 1.968 0.5 +2.8
245 2.197 0.4 +2.7
260 2.343 0.9 +2.8
300 2.716 0.5 +2.7
400 3.676 0.6 +2.7
500 4.739 0.2 +2.7
750 7.539 0.3 +2.6
1000 10.685 0.4 +2.7
2000 25.908 – +2.3

The astrophysical S-factor obtained in the present
work is listed in Table I and plotted in Fig. 1, where
it is compared with the previous calculations of Ref. [13],
as well as with the existing data of Refs. [8, 9, 21, 22] and
the polynomial best fit of Ref. [10]. To be noticed that
the theoretical uncertainty arising from the solution of
the p�d scattering problem with the HH method are not
visible on the plot, although the corresponding symbols
retain an error. The present results are systematically
larger (about 8-10 %) than those of Ref. [13]. We have
investigated the origin of such an increase, and we have
found that only 1-3 %, depending on the energy value, is
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The astrophysical S-factor obtained in
the present work (magenta up-triangles) is plotted together
with the available experimental data of Refs. [8, 9, 21, 22], the
calculation of Ref. [13] (solid black line), and the quadratic
best fit to the data of Ref. [10] (green band). The inset shows
the astrophysical S-factor in the 0-300 keV energy range, of
relevance for BBN.

due to the one-body 1/m3 contribution. Therefore, the
remaining 5-8 % is due to the new solutions of the A = 3
(scattering) problem. In fact, the present wave functions
have been obtained with the same HH technique as in
Ref. [13], but with the goal of reaching a required higher
accuracy, as dictated by BBN, and therefore they have
been tested one by one, as explained above.
Implications for BBN. To study the e↵ect of the new

ab-initio determination of the d(p, �)3He S-factor on pri-
mordial deuterium produced during BBN we have com-
puted the corresponding thermal rate using the best fit
values reported in the second column of Table I and mod-
ified the numerical code PArthENoPE [4] accordingly. The
theoretical results for deuterium to hydrogen density ra-
tio 2H/H

th

are then computed as function of two param-
eters, the baryon density ⌦

b

h2 and Ne↵ and compared
with the experimental determination 2H/H

exp

of Ref. [5].
To obtain the best fit values and uncertainty on these pa-
rameters we then consider the likelihood function

L(⌦
b

h2, Ne↵) = L
Planck

(⌦
b

h2)⇥

exp

✓
� (2H/ H

th

(⌦
b

h2, Ne↵)� 2H/H
exp

)2

2(�2
exp

+ �2
th

)

◆
, (2)
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FIG. 2. Normalization factors (α) of the theoretical d(p,γ)3He
S–factor for different experiments obtained by Eq. (A2) (blue
circles). Full circles (green labels) correspond to data sets
for which systematic uncertainties are available and are se-
lected in the evaluation. Other data sets (open circles) are
shown for comparison only, and have not been used to derive
our recommended average normalization factor. Their error
bars correspond to uncertainties on the fit [Eq. (A3)] only.
For the selected data sets (full circles) the error bars that in-
clude systematic uncertainties [Eq. (A8)] are superimposed.
Vertical lines correspond to the average value [Eq. (A7)] and
associated uncertainty [Eq. (A9)]. (References can be found
in Table I.)

III. THE D(d,n)3He AND D(d,p)3H S–FACTORS

The sensitivity of the D/H abundance ratio to
d(d,p)3H and d(d,n)3He rate variations is [7]

∆(D/H)

D/H
= −0.54

∆⟨σv⟩d(d,n)3He

⟨σv⟩d(d,n)3He

− 0.46
∆⟨σv⟩d(d,p)3H
⟨σv⟩d(d,p)3H

(3.1)
so that a precision of better than 2% is required for these
rates.
Data from Refs. [40–43] were considered by the

NACRE [22] collaboration and were also used in the R–
matrix evaluation of DAACV [15]. Since DAACV, new
measurements were performed by Leonard et al. [16] and
by Tumino et al. [17]. Figures 4 and 5 display all the
experimental data that we collected (see Appendix C).
They show that the new, directly measured data [16]
(labelled “Leo06” in Figures) follow reasonably well the
DAACV R–matrix fit, even though it was calculated be-
fore the experiment was conducted. These figures also
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FIG. 3. Ratio of experimental and fitted S–factors to
the theoretical one [37]. The horizontal lines correspond
to the theoretical S–factor [37] normalized to a subset of
the experimental data and the associated uncertainty (i.e.
α ± ∆α = 0.9900 ± 0.0368). Ratio of previous fits [13, 15]
are driven below theory by the scarce data at BBN energies.

display the results from an ab initio calculation by Arai
et al. [44], which we normalize to the experimental data
as described in Appendix A. This microscopic calcula-
tion uses a four-nucleon model with a realistic nucleon-
nucleon interaction. It was shown that the tensor force
plays an important role in the d+d reactions. However,
the theoretical work of Ref. [44] was focused on low en-
ergies, and only partial waves up to J = 2 have been
included. For this reason, above 1 MeV, the theory
underestimates the data. Consequencely, we choose to
limit the normalization to data below 0.6 MeV, which is
well above the energy region important for BBN (dashed
vertical lines).
Similar to our analysis of the d(p,γ)3He reaction (Sec-

tion II) we assume different normalization factors in dif-
ferent experiments and allow them to be different for
d(d,n)3He and d(d,p)3H. The results of our fits for the
collected eleven data sets [16, 17, 40–43, 45–48] (Ap-
pendix C) can be found in Table II and in Figures 6
and 7. Because of the limited energy range, 0.015 MeV
≤ E ≤ 0.6 MeV (considering electron screening at low
energy and nuclear model restrictions at high energy, see
Appendix C), the number of adopted data points, N , is
smaller compared to the original publications. For in-
stance, because of these limitations, we had to disregard
the Shulte et al. [40] data and the lowest energy Krauss
et al. [41] data.
In all experiment but one, we fitted the d(d,n)3He and

d(d,p)3H data sets independently. Nevertheless, with
a few exceptions, in a given experiment, the d(d,n)3He
(Fig. 6) and d(d,p)3H (Fig. 7) normalization factors are
very similar. For the Leonard et al. data [16], we took
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Results for He dominated by systematic effects

•Interstellar Redding (scattered by dust)	
•Underlying Stellar Absorption	
•Radiative Transfer	
•Collisional Corrections

Aver, Olive, Skillman

MCMC statistical techniques have proven 
effective in parameter estimation

mine the best fit point in the multidimensional parameter space along with their associated
uncertainties. Indeed, the uncertainties are the primary focus of this work.

The Monte Carlo approach of ref. [20] and AOS took each set of measured fluxes and
built a Gaussian distributed dataset of fluxes based upon their measurement uncertainty. For
each of 1000 such datasets, a best-fit solution was found for the helium abundance as well as
the physical input parameters using the “self-consistent” method which determines the set of
input parameters with a χ2 based on the derived helium abundance from each of six helium
emission lines. The final result was computed from the average and standard deviation of the
set of solutions. Using the fluctuation of the minimum is, however, not a direct measure of the
χ2’s parameter dependence. Furthermore, it is also not as robust as desired. Each solution
was restricted to physically meaningful parameter space (e.g., positive densities), potentially
biasing the solution. Additionally, as was manifested in AOS and will be discussed further
in §4, χ2 functions lacking a well constrained temperature and density can produce unlikely
high density and low temperature solutions that greatly skew the results. Ultimately, these
considerations, tempered by the required computational efficiency, motivate this work.

The χ2 function defined here, and used for parameter fitting, is modified from that
used in previous work. Rather than defining y+ implicitly, as the average of six individual
line abundances, and minimizing the deviation between the lines, y+ is demoted to an input
parameter, no different than the others (e.g., temperature and density). Instead, here, we
use all of the input parameters (described below) and calculate synthetic fluxes which are
then compared to observed flux, weighted by the observed uncertainty, allowing for a more
standard definition of χ2,

χ2 =
!

λ

( F (λ)
F (Hβ) −

F (λ)
F (Hβ)meas

)2

σ(λ)2
, (2.1)

where the He flux at each wavelength λ relative to the flux in Hβ is given by

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
= y+

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH (Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aHe(λ)
W (λ)

fτ (λ)
1 + C

R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ). (2.2)

The χ2 in eq. 2.1 runs over He and H lines, and the ratio of H fluxes is defined analogously,

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
=

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH (Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aH (λ)
W (λ)

1 + C
R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ). (2.3)

For the above flux equations, six measured helium emission line fluxes (λ3889, 4026, 4471,
5876, 6678, and 7065) and three hydrogen emission line fluxes (Hα, Hγ, Hδ), each relative

to Hβ ( F (λ)
F (Hβ)), along with their equivalent widths (W (λ)) are used. The predicted model

fluxes are calculated from an input value of y+ and emissivity ratio of Hβ to the helium or
hydrogen line, E(Hβ)

E(λ) , with corrections made for reddening (C(Hβ)), underlying absorption

(aH & aHe), collisional enhancement, and radiative transfer. The optical depth function,
fτ , and collisional to recombination emission ratio, C

R , are both temperature (T) and density
(ne) dependent (the emissivities are also temperature dependent). Additionally, the hydrogen
collisional emission depends on the neutral to ionized hydrogen ratio (ξ). Therefore, there are
a total of eight model parameters (y+, ne, aHe, τ , T, C(Hβ), aH , ξ). The physical model itself,
the equations relating the abundance and correction parameters to the flux, is unchanged from

– 3 –

Hβ. The χ2 in eq. 2.1 runs over all He and H lines and σ(λ) is the measured uncertainty in
the flux ratio at each wavelength. Once minimized, best fit solutions for the eight physical
parameter inputs are found, and uncertainties in each quantity can be obtained by calculating
a 1D marginalized likelihood. In AOS3, He line flux ratios (compared to Hβ) were calculated
using

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
= y+

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH (Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aHe(λ)
W (λ)

fτ (λ)
1 + C

R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ), (2.2)

along with an analogous expression for H line flux ratios. In eq. 2.2, y+ corresponds to the
input abundance by number (relative to H) of ionized He. W (λ) is the measured equivalent
width and two parameters, aH and aHe, characterize the wavelength-dependent underlying
absorption for H and He respectively. The function fτ (λ) represents a correction for flores-
cence. In AOS3, a fit for fτ was used that includes collisional corrections and depends on
τ, ne, and T [41]. The emissivity, E, and He collisional corrections were taken from PFM
[38]. The final term in eq. 2.2, accounts for reddening.

AOS3 analyzed the 93 H II region observations reported in the HeBCD sample of ITS07
[24]. Extensive screening was conducted to promote reliability and achieve a robust dataset
for determining the primordial helium abundance (please see AOS3 for more detail [31]).
First, observations for which He I λ4026 was not detected were excluded to reduce system-
atic uncertainty due to the underlying helium absorption that may be introduced by the
absence of He I λ4026. This left 70 objects in the database. Second, best-fit solutions with
χ2 values greater than 4, corresponding to a standard 95% confidence level, were excluded.
This was another large cut, leaving only 25 objects remaining. Third, solutions with unphysi-
cal physical parameters, namely ξ > 0.333 (> 25% neutral hydrogen), were excluded (2 more
objects). Finally, to reduce systematic uncertainty due to the assumed linear metallicity
relationship between He/H and O/H, objects with O/H ≥ 15.2 × 10−5 were also excluded
(one additional object excluded). The χ2 < 4 criterion itself proved effective at identifying
unphysical or ambiguous solutions. However, it also excluded nearly two thirds of the obser-
vations with He I λ4026 detected, raising questions into potential deficiencies of the model
or data. Cumulatively, the cuts just specified yielded a dataset with 22 objects.

The 22 objects for which the model was a good fit were also examined and flagged for
parameter outliers. The models for optical depth and underlying absorption carry significant
systematic uncertainties. To limit the effect of these systematic uncertainties, objects with
large corrections for these factors were flagged: τ > 4, aH > 6 Å, aHe > 1 Å, and finally,
ξ > 0.01, where the 1-σ lower bound does not encompass ξ = 0.001. Furthermore, the solution
for the electron temperature should be in relatively good agreement with the temperature
derived from the [O III] emission lines (which is used as a very conservative prior; see AOS2 for
further discussion [30]), with T(O III) serving as a loose upper bound on T. Thus, screening
for objects with T (O III)−T > 5000 K or T (O III)−T < −3000 K was also conducted, but
none were found. Of the 22 retained objects, a total of 8 were flagged. Table 1 summarizes
the cuts and their effects on the dataset in AOS3. In section 4, we redo the analysis of AOS3
with the new PFSD emissivities. We start with the same HeBCD dataset of 70 objects (those
with He I λ4026 detected), and preform the χ2 analysis and make the same set of cuts. Those
results are all shown in table 1.

The net result from AOS3 for the primordial 4He mass fraction was

Y = 0.2534 ± 0.0083 + (54± 102)O/H, (2.3)

– 3 –
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Results for He dominated by systematic effects

Aver, Olive, Skillman

mine the best fit point in the multidimensional parameter space along with their associated
uncertainties. Indeed, the uncertainties are the primary focus of this work.

The Monte Carlo approach of ref. [20] and AOS took each set of measured fluxes and
built a Gaussian distributed dataset of fluxes based upon their measurement uncertainty. For
each of 1000 such datasets, a best-fit solution was found for the helium abundance as well as
the physical input parameters using the “self-consistent” method which determines the set of
input parameters with a χ2 based on the derived helium abundance from each of six helium
emission lines. The final result was computed from the average and standard deviation of the
set of solutions. Using the fluctuation of the minimum is, however, not a direct measure of the
χ2’s parameter dependence. Furthermore, it is also not as robust as desired. Each solution
was restricted to physically meaningful parameter space (e.g., positive densities), potentially
biasing the solution. Additionally, as was manifested in AOS and will be discussed further
in §4, χ2 functions lacking a well constrained temperature and density can produce unlikely
high density and low temperature solutions that greatly skew the results. Ultimately, these
considerations, tempered by the required computational efficiency, motivate this work.

The χ2 function defined here, and used for parameter fitting, is modified from that
used in previous work. Rather than defining y+ implicitly, as the average of six individual
line abundances, and minimizing the deviation between the lines, y+ is demoted to an input
parameter, no different than the others (e.g., temperature and density). Instead, here, we
use all of the input parameters (described below) and calculate synthetic fluxes which are
then compared to observed flux, weighted by the observed uncertainty, allowing for a more
standard definition of χ2,

χ2 =
!

λ

( F (λ)
F (Hβ) −

F (λ)
F (Hβ)meas

)2

σ(λ)2
, (2.1)

where the He flux at each wavelength λ relative to the flux in Hβ is given by

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
= y+

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH (Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aHe(λ)
W (λ)

fτ (λ)
1 + C

R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ). (2.2)

The χ2 in eq. 2.1 runs over He and H lines, and the ratio of H fluxes is defined analogously,

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
=

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH (Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aH (λ)
W (λ)

1 + C
R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ). (2.3)

For the above flux equations, six measured helium emission line fluxes (λ3889, 4026, 4471,
5876, 6678, and 7065) and three hydrogen emission line fluxes (Hα, Hγ, Hδ), each relative

to Hβ ( F (λ)
F (Hβ)), along with their equivalent widths (W (λ)) are used. The predicted model

fluxes are calculated from an input value of y+ and emissivity ratio of Hβ to the helium or
hydrogen line, E(Hβ)

E(λ) , with corrections made for reddening (C(Hβ)), underlying absorption

(aH & aHe), collisional enhancement, and radiative transfer. The optical depth function,
fτ , and collisional to recombination emission ratio, C

R , are both temperature (T) and density
(ne) dependent (the emissivities are also temperature dependent). Additionally, the hydrogen
collisional emission depends on the neutral to ionized hydrogen ratio (ξ). Therefore, there are
a total of eight model parameters (y+, ne, aHe, τ , T, C(Hβ), aH , ξ). The physical model itself,
the equations relating the abundance and correction parameters to the flux, is unchanged from
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Hβ. The χ2 in eq. 2.1 runs over all He and H lines and σ(λ) is the measured uncertainty in
the flux ratio at each wavelength. Once minimized, best fit solutions for the eight physical
parameter inputs are found, and uncertainties in each quantity can be obtained by calculating
a 1D marginalized likelihood. In AOS3, He line flux ratios (compared to Hβ) were calculated
using

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
= y+

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH (Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aHe(λ)
W (λ)

fτ (λ)
1 + C

R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ), (2.2)

along with an analogous expression for H line flux ratios. In eq. 2.2, y+ corresponds to the
input abundance by number (relative to H) of ionized He. W (λ) is the measured equivalent
width and two parameters, aH and aHe, characterize the wavelength-dependent underlying
absorption for H and He respectively. The function fτ (λ) represents a correction for flores-
cence. In AOS3, a fit for fτ was used that includes collisional corrections and depends on
τ, ne, and T [41]. The emissivity, E, and He collisional corrections were taken from PFM
[38]. The final term in eq. 2.2, accounts for reddening.

AOS3 analyzed the 93 H II region observations reported in the HeBCD sample of ITS07
[24]. Extensive screening was conducted to promote reliability and achieve a robust dataset
for determining the primordial helium abundance (please see AOS3 for more detail [31]).
First, observations for which He I λ4026 was not detected were excluded to reduce system-
atic uncertainty due to the underlying helium absorption that may be introduced by the
absence of He I λ4026. This left 70 objects in the database. Second, best-fit solutions with
χ2 values greater than 4, corresponding to a standard 95% confidence level, were excluded.
This was another large cut, leaving only 25 objects remaining. Third, solutions with unphysi-
cal physical parameters, namely ξ > 0.333 (> 25% neutral hydrogen), were excluded (2 more
objects). Finally, to reduce systematic uncertainty due to the assumed linear metallicity
relationship between He/H and O/H, objects with O/H ≥ 15.2 × 10−5 were also excluded
(one additional object excluded). The χ2 < 4 criterion itself proved effective at identifying
unphysical or ambiguous solutions. However, it also excluded nearly two thirds of the obser-
vations with He I λ4026 detected, raising questions into potential deficiencies of the model
or data. Cumulatively, the cuts just specified yielded a dataset with 22 objects.

The 22 objects for which the model was a good fit were also examined and flagged for
parameter outliers. The models for optical depth and underlying absorption carry significant
systematic uncertainties. To limit the effect of these systematic uncertainties, objects with
large corrections for these factors were flagged: τ > 4, aH > 6 Å, aHe > 1 Å, and finally,
ξ > 0.01, where the 1-σ lower bound does not encompass ξ = 0.001. Furthermore, the solution
for the electron temperature should be in relatively good agreement with the temperature
derived from the [O III] emission lines (which is used as a very conservative prior; see AOS2 for
further discussion [30]), with T(O III) serving as a loose upper bound on T. Thus, screening
for objects with T (O III)−T > 5000 K or T (O III)−T < −3000 K was also conducted, but
none were found. Of the 22 retained objects, a total of 8 were flagged. Table 1 summarizes
the cuts and their effects on the dataset in AOS3. In section 4, we redo the analysis of AOS3
with the new PFSD emissivities. We start with the same HeBCD dataset of 70 objects (those
with He I λ4026 detected), and preform the χ2 analysis and make the same set of cuts. Those
results are all shown in table 1.

The net result from AOS3 for the primordial 4He mass fraction was

Y = 0.2534 ± 0.0083 + (54± 102)O/H, (2.3)
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2 Model overview

This work uses the model introduced in AOS and the MCMC statistical analysis introduced
in AOS2 and applies them to a larger dataset. The basic definitions are summarized below.
Please see AOS and AOS2 for full details and discussion. CosmoMC1 is used to perform the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis: efficiently exploring the parameter space and calculat-
ing the χ2,

χ2 =
!

λ

( F (λ)
F (Hβ) −

F (λ)
F (Hβ)meas

)2

σ(λ)2
, (2.1)

where the emission line fluxes, F (λ), are measured or calculated for six helium lines (λ3889,
4026, 4471, 5876, 6678, and 7065) and three hydrogen lines (Hα, Hγ, Hδ) each relative to
Hβ. The χ2 in eq. 2.1 runs over all He and H lines and σ(λ) is the measured uncertainty
in the flux ratio at each wavelength. The best-fit solution (minimum χ2) is then found and
frequentist confidence levels are determined from ∆χ2. The marginalized 1D likelihood for
y+ incorporates both the statistical uncertainty of the fluxes and the systematic uncertainty
introduced by the variance of the model parameters.

The calculated He flux at each wavelength λ relative to the flux in Hβ is given by

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
= y+

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH(Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aHe(λ)
W (λ)

fτ (λ)
1 + C

R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ). (2.2)

The ratio of H fluxes is defined analogously,

F (λ)

F (Hβ)
=

E(λ)

E(Hβ)

W (Hβ)+aH(Hβ)
W (Hβ)

W (λ)+aH(λ)
W (λ)

1 + C
R (λ)

1 + C
R (Hβ)

10−f(λ)C(Hβ). (2.3)

The predicted model fluxes shown above are calculated from an input value of y+ and an
emissivity ratio of the helium or hydrogen line to Hβ, E(λ)

E(Hβ) , with corrections made for red-

dening (C(Hβ)), underlying absorption (aH & aHe), collisional enhancement, and radiative
transfer. The optical depth function, fτ , and collisional to recombination emission ratio, C

R ,
are both temperature (T) and density (ne) dependent (the emissivities are also temperature
dependent). The parameters aHe and aH correspond to λ4471 and Hβ respectively. The
wavelength dependence of the underlying absorption is discussed in detail in AOS. Addition-
ally, the hydrogen collisional emission depends on the neutral to ionized hydrogen ratio (ξ).
Therefore, there are a total of eight model parameters (y+, ne, aHe, τ , T, C(Hβ), aH , ξ). An
extensive description and analysis of the physical model is provided in AOS. The statistical
method of sampling the multi-dimensional parameter space is described in AOS2.

The model fluxes also rely on the measured equivalent widths (W (λ)). However, the
flux of the continuum at each wavelength, h(λ), which relates the line flux to the equivalent
width, is constrained such that changes in the equivalent width are proportional to changes
in the flux (see AOS2):

h(λ)

h(Hβ)
=

F (λ)

F (Hβ)meas

W (Hβ)meas

W (λ)meas
(2.4)

1http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Porter, Ferland, Storey, & Detisch [33] emissivities, including the
collisional correction, versus density, using a temperature of 18,000 K, for He I λλ3889, 4026, 4471,
5876, 6678, 7065, 10830. The much stronger density dependence of He I λ10830 is apparent.

available data is very limited. The 3 B-star supergiant spectra (where helium absorption is
more significant) reported in Conti & Howarth [41] show equivalent widths (EW) of underly-
ing absorption of ∼0.5-2.0 Å. Because the EW of He I λ10830 is large (typically 100-400 Å),
the correction of underlying absorption will be reassuringly small. For this work, we adopt
an underlying absorption coefficient of 0.8, relative to He I λ4471 (i.e., He I λ4471 carries a
coefficient of 1.0), such that the underlying absorption correction applied will be 0.8× aHe,
where aHe is the solution for underlying absorption (see AOS [39] for further details)). This
ratio of 0.8 for underlying absorption of He I λ10830 relative to that of He I λ4471 is the
same as in adopted by ITG14 [38] (though the approaches to determining the underlying
absorption differ).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the Porter, Ferland, Storey, & Detisch [33] emissivities, including the
collisional correction, versus temperature, using a density of 100 cm−3, for He I λλ3889, 4026, 4471,
5876, 6678, 7065, 10830.

3 Characterizing the impact of He I λ10380 with synthetic testing

To begin discerning the effect and potential benefits of He I λ10830, we conduct Monte Carlo
analyses using synthetic data, since it offers a controlled environment for clear comparisons.
First, a set of input parameters were used to generate a synthetic spectrum. These are given
in the second column of table 1. Then, 1000 sets of Gaussian perturbed fluxes were calculated
with spreads of 3% and 1.5% of the unperturbed helium and hydrogen fluxes, respectively.
The best-fit solution (via χ2 minimization, see AOS [39]) of each of these 1000 perturbed
spectra was then found. Finally, the average value and dispersion of those 1000 solutions was
calculated for each parameter.

To allow comparisons showing the effects of He I λ10830 and the [O III] temperature
prior, this process was repeated for the following four cases: analysis with He I λ10830 & with
T(O III) included, without He I λ10830 but with T(O III), with He I λ10830 but without
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Figure 6. Helium abundance (mass fraction) versus oxygen to hydrogen ratio regression calculating
the primordial helium abundance.

compared to AOPS. Given that the uncertainty on the intercept determination in AOPS was
3.9%, this decrease is not significant.

Including the 2 distinct flagged objects3 decreases the intercept and reduces the uncer-
tainty to 0.2424 ± 0.0034 with a slope of 116 ± 32. The reduced uncertainty is primarily a
result of the increased number of points in the regression, while the decreased intercept is
entirely the result of the increased slope. As was seen in AOS3 & AOPS, the flagged data
points tend to have higher helium abundances, primarily due to the objects flagged for large
neutral hydrogen fractions.

In previous analyses, where the evidence for a non-zero slope was marginal, we have
reported the mean value of Y. The mean value of Y for the Final Dataset using only qualifying
points is <Y>= 0.2515± 0.0017. The mean value increases to <Y>= 0.2533± 0.0016, when
the flagged objects are included. Olive & Skillman [27] restricted the metallicity baseline to
O/H ≤ 9.2×10−5. Adopting the same metallicity cut with the dataset of this work increases
the intercept to 0.2466 ± 0.0063, in near perfect agreement with the SBBN result using the
Planck baryon density. Note, however, that in this case the reduced baseline leaves us with
an undetermined slope, and, for this case alone, basing the primordial abundance on the
mean value given in the table 5 is justified.

If a regression analysis is performed excluding the T(O III) prior, the 12 qualifying
objects yield Yp = 0.2379 ± 0.0050. However, the loss of the information provided by the

3One of the three flagged objects is another independent observation of SBS 0335-052E that is then com-
bined with its two qualifying observations.
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Neutron Lifetime

τ = 885.7 → Y = .2481	
τ = 880.2 → Y = .2470	

B. The Neutron Mean Life

As noted in the introduction, the value of the neutron mean life has had a turbulent

history. Unfortunately, the predictions of SBBN remain sensitive to this quantity. This

sensitivity is displayed in the scatter plot of our Monte Carlo error propagation with fixed

η = 6.10 × 10−10 in Figure 2. The correlation between the neutron mean lifetime and 4He

abundance prediction is clear. The correlation is not infinitesimally narrow because other

reaction rate uncertainties significantly contribute to the total uncertainty in 4He.

FIG. 2. The sensitivity of the 4He abundance to the neutron mean life, as shown through a scatter

plot of our Monte Carlo error propagation.

C. Planck Likelihood Functions

For this paper, we will need to consider two sets of Planck Markov Chain data, one for

standard BBN (SBBN) and one for non-standard BBN (NBBN). Using the Planck Markov

chain data [113], we have constructed the multi-dimensional likelihoods for the following

extended parameter chains, base yhe and base nnu yhe, for the plikHM TTTEEE lowTEB

dataset. As noted earlier, we do not use the Planck base chain, as it assumes a BBN

relationship between the helium abundance and the baryon density.

From these 2 parameter sets we have the following 2- and 3-dimensional likelihoods
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4He Prediction: 
0.2470 ± 0.0002	
!
Data: Regression: 
0.2449 ± 0.0040	
!
!



Li/H
Measured in low metallicity dwarf halo stars 
(over 100 observed)



At the Planck 	
value for η:  	
Li/H = 	

Cyburt, Fields, KAO

cf. data at 

mass, m3/2, the gaugino mass, m1/2, the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values, tanβ,
and the gravitino abundance, ζ3/2, characterized by

ζ3/2 ≡
m3/2n3/2

nγ
= m3/2Y3/2η, (4)

where n3/2 is the gravitino number density, Y3/2 = n3/2/nB, and η = 6.19 × 10−10 is the
baryon-to-photon ratio from WMAP year 7 [42]. For our present χ2 analysis, we restrict our
attention to the elements that have definite observational abundances with which we can
make a comparison, namely the following.

D/H: We use the deuterium abundance as determined in several high-redshift quasar
absorption systems, which have a weighted mean abundance [43–49]

!

D

H

"

p

= (2.82 ± 0.21) × 10−5; (5)

where the uncertainty includes a scale factor of 1.7 due to the dispersion found in these
observations. Since the D/H ratio shows considerable scatter, it is likely that systematic
errors dominate the uncertainties. In this case it may be more appropriate to derive the
uncertainty using sample variance (see e.g. [24]) which gives a more conservative range D/H
= (2.82±0.53)×10−5. We comment further on this below. The standard BBN result for D/H
at the WMAP value for η is (2.52 ± 0.17) × 10−5, showing potentially a slight discrepancy
with the observed value, unless one adopts the larger uncertainty.

4He: The 4He abundance is determined from observations of extragalactic H II regions.
These abundance determinations are known to suffer from large systematic uncertainties [50].
A recent analysis found [51]

Yp = 0.256 ± 0.011, (6)

and a similar central value was found in [52]. The standard BBN result for Yp at the WMAP
value for η is 0.2487 ± 0.0002, which is consistent with observations, given the error in (6).

7Li/H: The 7Li abundance is derived from observations of low-metallicity halo dwarf
stars. Some >∼ 100 such stars show a plateau [53] in (elemental) lithium versus metallicity,
with a small scatter consistent with observational uncertainties. An analysis [54] of field halo
stars gives a plateau abundance of

!

Li

H

"

halo⋆

= (1.23+0.34
−0.16) × 10−10, (7)

where the errors include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. As in the case of 4He,
the errors are dominated by systematic uncertainties. For example, the lithium abundance
in several globular clusters, tends to be somewhat higher [55–60], and we make some com-
parisons below to the result found in [60] of 7Li/H = (2.34 ± 0.05) × 10−10. However, the
standard BBN result for 7Li/H at the WMAP value for η is (5.12+0.71

−0.62)×10−10, which differs
significantly from the observed value, hence the 7Li problem [28]. Note that the central
values for the BBN abundances used here differ slightly from those in [28], primarily due to
the small shift in η as reported in [42].

5

�
Li
H

�
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= (2.34± 0.05)� 10�10,

(4.88+0.71
�0.62)⇥ 10�10

improved 3He(α,γ)7Be



Possible sources for the discrepancy

• Nuclear Rates	
– Restricted by solar neutrino flux	

• Resonant reactions	
– 	 7Be + 3He  →  10C	
– 	 Resonance not seen by experiment

Coc et al.	
Cyburt, Fields, KAO	

Boyd, et al.



Possible sources for the discrepancy

!

• Stellar Depletion	
- lack of dispersion in the data, 6Li abundance	
- standard models (< .05 dex), models (0.2 - 0.4 dex)

Vauclaire & Charbonnel	
Pinsonneault et al.	

Richard, Michaud, Richer	
Korn et al.	
Fu et al.



3 free parameters

Limits on Unstable particles due to 

and τX

ζX = nX mX/nγ = mX YX η,    mX ,

Electromagnetic/Hadronic Production and 
Destruction of Nuclei

•Start with non-thermal injection spectrum (Pythia) 	
!

•Evolve element abundances including thermal (BBN) 
and non-thermal processes.
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FIG. 2: Abundance yields of D/H, 7Li/H, and 7Li/6Li in
an Ωbh

2 = 0.026 Universe as function of the hadronic de-
cay time τ of a putative primordial relic. The models are
decay of a mχ = 10GeV particle (long-dashed), decay of a
mχ = 200GeV particle (solid), decay of a mχ = 4TeV par-
ticle (dashed-dotted), injection of monoenergetic nucleons of
Ekin = 250 MeV (short-dashed), and extended power-law in-
jection due to a mχ = 200 GeV particle (dotted). Also shown
are the two-sigma ranges of the inferred primordial D/H and
7Li/H abundances [3, 10] as well as the 6Li/7Li ratio as in-
ferred in the low-metallicity star HD84937 [25]. See text for
further details.

scatterings an interconversion of protons to neutrons oc-
curs frequently, such that energetic protons produce sec-
ondary neutrons. For example, though the decay of a
200 GeV particle generates only about ≈ 1 neutron per
annihilation, around ≈ 1, 0.6 secondary neutrons result
at T ≈ 20, 40 keV, respectively [39], and ≈ 3.5 asymptot-
ically at low temperatures T ∼ 0.1−1 keV. Here at higher
temperatures the number of secondary neutrons reduces
due to the rapid Coulomb losses of protons. Neutrons,
on the other hand, do not possess a significant bias to-
wards producing secondary neutrons in np inelastic inter-

actions. Excess neutrons at T ≈ 40 keV are mostly due
to inelastic processes on 4He, accompanied by the pro-
duction of D and 3He (i.e. n+4He → D+p+2n, ...), with
a comparatively smaller amount of neutrons removed in
pionic fusion processes (i.e. np → Dπ0, ...). One thus
obtains approximately a ratio n/D≈ 3.6 for a 200 GeV
particle at T ≈ 40 keV, with similar ratios for n/3H and
n/3He. As the 3H and 3He are energetic they may yield
the production of 6Li. Nevertheless, 6Li production (and
survival) may only be efficient at somewhat lower temper-
atures. Due to Coulomb losses of energetic 3H and 3He
production is only efficient at T <

∼ 20 keV, whereas sur-
vival of the freshly synthesized 6Li against destruction via
6Li(p, α)3He is only nearly complete for T <

∼ 10 keV. The
production of 6Li at temperatures T ≈ 10− 20 keV for a
200 GeV particle is found to be approximately 2 × 10−4

per decaying particle, becoming significantly lower at
lower temperatures (e.g. 3×10−5 at T ≈ 1 keV). Cascade
yields are subject to some nuclear physics data uncertain-
ties which in the case of 6Li may be of the order of a factor
two. In particular, it may be that 6Li yields are under-
estimated due to an experimentally incomplete determi-
nation of the high-energy tail of the energy distribution
of energetic 3H and 3He produced in 4He spallation.

The developed code allows me to present detailed pre-
dictions on the BBN in the presence of decaying parti-
cles. Figure 2 shows the light-element yields for a variety
of decaying particles as a function of particle life time
τ . The panels show, from top-to-bottom, final abun-
dances of D/H, 7Li/H, and 6Li/7Li, with the understand-
ing that Yp is virtually unchanged when compared to
SBBN at the same Ωbh2. In all models Ωbh2= 0.026
has been assumed. Hadronically decaying particle yields
(with the simplifying assumption that χ → qq̄ yields the
production of a pair of quarks, the up-quark for definit-
ness) are shown for three particle masses: mχ = 10 GeV
with Ωχh2 = 7.5 × 10−5 (long-dashed), mχ = 200 GeV
with Ωχh2 = 1 × 10−4 (solid), and mχ = 4 TeV [40]
with Ωχh2 = 6 × 10−4 (dashed-dotted). It is evident
that for decay times around τ ≈ 103s an efficient de-
struction of 7Li is obtained. For τ much shorter than
103s the destroyed 7Be is regenerated, whereas for τ
much longer, incomplete 7Li burning in the reaction chain
7Be(n, p)7Li(p, α)4He results in only partial reduction of
the total 7Li yield. As anticipated, the destruction of 7Li
is accompanied by production of D. When compared to
the injection of thermal neutrons, D/H yields are higher.
This is due to D generated in the nuclear cascade it-
self (i.e. by 4He spallation and pionic fusion). Cascade
generated deuterium (as well as 3H, 3He, and 6Li) is sub-
stantially reduced per injected neutron for sources which
inject nucleons with a soft spectrum. For example, I have
also employed a soft source with monoenergetic nucleons
of 250 MeV. Results for this case are shown by the short-
dashed line, assuming Ωχh2/mχ ≈ 7.5×10−7GeV−1 and
the injection of one np pair per decay [41]. A cascade
n/D≈ 10 ratio at T ≈ 40 keV is obtained in such scenar-
ios. The more pronounced depth of the 7Li dip in Fig.

Jedamzik

Figure 35: Contours of constant 6Li/H. Cosmological and model parameters are the same
as Fig. 32. In the SBBN, the theoreical predication is (6Li/H)SBBN = 1.30 × 10−14.

Figure 36: Contours of constant 7Li/H. Cosmological and model parameters are the same
as Fig. 32. In the SBBN, the theoreical predication of the abundance is (7Li/H)SBBN =
3.81 × 10−10.
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Figure 35: Contours of constant 6Li/H. Cosmological and model parameters are the same
as Fig. 32. In the SBBN, the theoreical predication is (6Li/H)SBBN = 1.30 × 10−14.

Figure 36: Contours of constant 7Li/H. Cosmological and model parameters are the same
as Fig. 32. In the SBBN, the theoreical predication of the abundance is (7Li/H)SBBN =
3.81 × 10−10.
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Other possible sources for the discrepancy

!

• Stellar parameters 	
• Axion Cooling	
• Variable Constants



BBN and the CMB
Monte-Carlo approach combining BBN rates, observations and CMB 

Cyburt, Fields, Olive, Yeh

(d) reveals a sharp discord between the BBN+CMB prediction for 7Li and the observed

primordial abundance–the two likelihoods are essentially disjoint.

FIG. 3. Light element predictions using the CMB determination of the cosmic baryon density.

Shown are likelihoods for each of the light nuclides, normalized to show a maximum value of 1.

The solid-lined, dark-shaded (purple) curves are the BBN+CMB predictions, based on Planck

inputs as discussed in the text. The dashed-lined, light-shaded (yellow) curves show astronomical

measurements of the primordial abundances, for all but 3He where reliable primordial abundance

measures do not exist. For 4He, the dotted-lined, medium-shaded (cyan) curve shows the CMB

determination of 4He.

Figure 3 represents not only a quantitative assessment of the concordance of BBN, but

also a test of the standard big bang cosmology. If we limit our attention to each element in
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Sensitivities

for each set of parameters (η, Nν). This helps remove any extra noise from the Monte Carlo

predictions and allows for smooth interpolations between parameter points.

For each grid point of parameter values we calculate the means and covariances of the light

element abundance predictions. We add the 1/
√
N errors in quadrature to our evaluated un-

certainties on the light element predictions. We have examined the light element abundance

distributions, by calculating higher order statistics (skewness and kurtosis), and by his-

togramming the resultant Monte Carlo points and verified that they are well-approximated

with log-normal or gaussian distributions.

In standard BBN, the baryon-to-photon ratio (η) is the only free parameter of the theory.

Our Monte Carlo error propagation is summarized in Figure 1, which plots the light element

abundances as a function of the baryon density (upper scale) and η (lower scale). The

abundance for He is shown as the mass fraction Y , while the abundances of the remaining

isotopes of D, 3He, and 7Li are shown as abundances by number relative to H. The thickness

of the curves show the ±1σ spread in the predicted abundances. These results assume

Nν = 3 and the current measurement of the neutron lifetime τn = 880.3± 1.1 s.

Using a Monte Carlo approach also allows us to extract sensitivities of the light element

predictions to reaction rates and other parameters. The sensitivities are defined as the

logarithmic derivatives of the light element abundances with respect to each variation about

our fiducial model parameters [112], yielding a simple relation for extrapolating about the

fiducial model:

Xi = Xi,0

!

n

"

pn
pn,0

#αn

, (12)

where Xi represents either the helium mass fraction or the abundances of the other light

elements by number. The pn represent input quantities to the BBN calculations (η, Nν, τn)

and the gravitational constant GN as well key nuclear rates which affect the abundance Xi.

pn,0 refers to our standard input value. The information contained in Eqs. (13-17) are neatly

summarized in Table III.
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FIG. 1. Primordial abundances of the light nuclides as a function of cosmic baryon content, as

predicted by SBBN (“Schramm plot”). These results assume Nν = 3 and the current measurement

of the neutron lifetime τn = 880.3 ± 1.1 s. Curve widths show 1− σ errors.
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6Li
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TABLE III. This table contains the sensitivities, αn’s defined in Eq. 12 for each of the light element

abundance predictions, varied with respect to key parameters and reaction rates.

Variant Yp D/H 3He/H 7Li/H 6Li/H

η (6.1×10−10) 0.039 -1.598 -0.585 2.113 -1.512

Nν (3.0) 0.163 0.395 0.140 -0.284 0.603

GN 0.354 0.948 0.335 -0.727 1.400

n-decay 0.729 0.409 0.145 0.429 1.372

p(n,γ)d 0.005 -0.194 0.088 1.339 -0.189

3He(n,p)t 0.000 0.023 -0.170 -0.267 0.023

7Be(n,p)7Li 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.705 0.000

d(p,γ)3He 0.000 -0.312 0.375 0.589 -0.311

d(d,γ)4He 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

7Li(p,α)4He 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.056 0.000

d(α, γ)6Li 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

t(α, γ)7Li 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.000

3He(α, γ)7Be 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.963 0.000

d(d,n)3He 0.006 -0.529 0.213 0.698 -0.522

d(d,p)t 0.005 -0.470 -0.265 0.065 -0.462

t(d,n)4He 0.000 0.000 -0.009 -0.023 0.000

3He(d,p)4He 0.000 -0.012 -0.762 -0.752 -0.012
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from the CMB: LPLA−base yhe(ωb, Yp) and LPLA−base nnu yhe(ωb, Yp, Nν). The 2-dimensional

base yhe likelihood is well-represented by a 2D correlated gaussian distribution, with means

and standard deviations for the baryon density and 4He mass fraction

ωb = 0.022305± 0.000225 (18)

Yp = 0.25003± 0.01367 (19)

and a correlation coefficient r ≡ cov(ωb, Yp)/
!

var(ωb)var(Yp) = +0.7200.

The two parameter data can be marginalized to yield 1-dimensional likelihood functions

for η. The peak and 1-σ spread in η is given in the first row of Table IV. The following rows

correspond to different determinations of η. In the second-fourth rows, no CMB data is used.

That is, we fix η only from the observed abundances of 4He, D or both. Notice for example,

in row 2, the value for η is low and has a huge uncertainty. This is due to the slightly low

value for the observational abundance (7) and the logarithmic dependence of Yp on η. We

see again that BBN+Yp is a poor baryometer. This will be described in more detail in the

following subsection. Row 5, uses the BBN relation between η and Yp, but no observational

input from Yp is used. This is closest to the Planck determination found in [6], though here

Yp was taken to be free and the value of η in the Table is a result of marginalization over

Yp. This accounts for the very small difference in the results for η: η10 = 6.09 (Planck);

η10 = 6.10 (Table IV). Rows 6-8 add the observational determinations of 4He, D and the

combination. As one can see, the inclusion of the observational data does very little to affect

the determination of η and thus we use η10 = 6.10 as our fiducial baryon-to-photon ratio.

The 3-dimensional base nnu yhe likelihood is not well-represented by a simple 3D cor-

related gaussian distribution, but since these distributions are single-peaked we can correct

for the non-gaussianity via a 3D Hermite expansion about a 3D correlated gaussian base

distribution. Details of this prescription will be given in the Appendix.

The calculated mean values and standard deviations for these distributions are:

ωb = 0.022212± 0.000242 (20)

Neff = 2.7542± 0.3064 (21)

Yp = 0.26116± 0.01812 (22)

These values correspond to the peak of the likelihood distribution using CMB data alone.

That is, no use is made of the correlation between the baryon density and the helium
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FIG. 4. The 2D likelihood function contours derived from the Planck Markov Chain Monte Carlo

base yhe [113] with fixed Nν = 3 (points). The correlation between Yp and η is evident. The

3-σ BBN prediction for the helium mass fraction is shown with the colored band. We see that

including the BBN Yp(η) relation significantly reduces the uncertainty in η due to the CMB Yp− η

correlation.

Thus far we have used the CMB η as an input to BBN; we conclude this section by

studying the constraints on η when jointly using BBN theory, light-element abundances,

and the CMB in various combinations. Figure 5 shows the η likelihoods that result from

a set of such combinations. Setting aside at first the CMB, the BBN+X curves show

the combination of BBN theory and astrophysical abundance observations, LBBN+X(η) =
!

LBBN(η, X) Lobs(X) dX , with X ∈ (Yp,D/H). The CMB-only curve marginalizes over the

Planck Yp values LCMB−only(η) =
!

LPLA−base yhe(ωb, Yp) dYp where we use the η−ωb relation

in eq. (11). The BBN+CMB curve adds the BBN Yp(η) relation. Finally, BBN+CMB+D
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Convolved Likelihoods

FIG. 5. The likelihood distributions of the baryon-to-photon ratio parameter, η, given various

CMB and light-element abundance constraints.

also includes the observed primordial deuterium.

We see in Fig. 5 that of the primordial abundance observations, deuterium is the only

useful “baryometer,” due to its strong dependence on η in the Schramm plot (Fig. 1). By

contrast, 4He alone offers no useful constraint on η, tracing back to the weak Yp(η) trend in

Fig. 1. The CMB alone has now surpassed BBN+D in measuring the cosmic baryon content,

but an even stronger limit comes from BBN+CMB. As seen in Fig. 4, this tightens the η

constraint due to the CMB correlation between Yp and η Finally BBN+CMB+D provides

only negligibly stronger limits. The peaks of the likelihoods correspond to the values in
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Convolved Likelihoods
Results for ηTABLE IV. Constraints on the baryon-to-photon ratio, using different combinations of observa-

tional constraints. We have marginalized over Yp to create 1D η likelihood distributions.

Constraints Used η × 1010

CMB-only 6.108 ± 0.060

BBN+Yp 4.87+2.46
−1.54

BBN+D 6.180 ± 0.195

BBN+Yp+D 6.172 ± 0.195

CMB+BBN 6.098 ± 0.042

CMB+BBN+Yp 6.098 ± 0.042

CMB+BBN+D 6.102 ± 0.041

CMB+BBN+Yp+D 6.101 ± 0.041

abundance through BBN. For this reason, the helium mass fraction is found to be rather

high. Our value of Yp = 0.261 ± 0.36(2σ) can be compared with the value given by the

Planck collaboration [6] of Yp = 0.263+0.34
−0.37.

In this case, we marginalize to form a 2-d likelihood function to determine both η and

Neff . As in the 1-d case discussed above, we can determine η and Nν using CMB data alone.

This result is shown in row 1 of Table V and does not use any correlation between η and Yp.

Note that the value of Nν given here differs from that in Eq. (21) since the value in the Table

comes from a marginalized likelihood function, where as the value in the equation does not.

Row 2, uses only BBN and the observed abundances of 4He and D with no direct information

from the CMB. Rows 3-6 use the combination of the CMB data, together with the BBN

relation between η and Yp with and without the observational abundances as denoted. As

one can see, opening up the parameter space to allow Nν to float induces a relatively small

drop η (by a fraction of 1 σ) and the peak for Nν is below the Standard Model value of 3

though consistent with that value within 1 σ.

We note that we have been careful to use the appropriate relation between η and ωb via

Eq. 11. Also, in our NBBN calculations we formally use the number of neutrinos, not the

effective number of neutrinos, thus demanding the relation: Neff = 1.015333Nν. For the

2D base yhe CMB likelihoods, we include the higher order skewness and kurtosis terms to

more accurately reproduce the tails of the distributions.
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(d) reveals a sharp discord between the BBN+CMB prediction for 7Li and the observed

primordial abundance–the two likelihoods are essentially disjoint.

FIG. 3. Light element predictions using the CMB determination of the cosmic baryon density.

Shown are likelihoods for each of the light nuclides, normalized to show a maximum value of 1.

The solid-lined, dark-shaded (purple) curves are the BBN+CMB predictions, based on Planck

inputs as discussed in the text. The dashed-lined, light-shaded (yellow) curves show astronomical

measurements of the primordial abundances, for all but 3He where reliable primordial abundance

measures do not exist. For 4He, the dotted-lined, medium-shaded (cyan) curve shows the CMB

determination of 4He.

Figure 3 represents not only a quantitative assessment of the concordance of BBN, but

also a test of the standard big bang cosmology. If we limit our attention to each element in

26

TABLE V. The marginalized most-likely values and central 68.3% confidence limits on the baryon-

to-photon ratio and effective number of neutrinos, using different combinations of observational

constraints.

Constraints Used η10 Nν

CMB-only 6.08± 0.07 2.67+0.30
−0.27

BBN+Yp+D 6.10± 0.23 2.85 ± 0.28

CMB+BBN 6.08± 0.07 2.91 ± 0.20

CMB+BBN+Yp 6.07± 0.06 2.89 ± 0.16

CMB+BBN+D 6.07± 0.07 2.90 ± 0.19

CMB+BBN+Yp+D 6.07± 0.06 2.88 ± 0.16

D. Results: The Likelihood Functions

Applying the formalism described above, we derive the likelihood functions for SBBN and

NBBN that are our central results. Turning first to SBBN, we fix Nν = 3 and use the Planck

determination of η as the sole input to BBN in order to derive CMB+BBN predictions for

each light element. That is, for each light element species Xi we evaluate the likelihood

L(Xi) ∝
!

LPLA−base yhe(ωb, Yp) LBBN(η; {Xi}) dη (23)

where LBBN(η; {Xi}) comes from our BBN Monte Carlo, and where we use the η−ωb relation

in eq. (11). In the case of 4He, we use only the CMB η to determine the Xi = Yp,BBN

prediction and compare this to the CMB-only prediction.

The resulting CMB+BBN abundance likelihoods appear as the dark-shaded (purple, solid

line) curves in Figure 3, which also shows the observational abundance constraints (§III) in

the light-shaded (yellow, dashed-line) curves. In panel (a), we see that the 4He BBN+CMB

likelihood is markedly more narrow than its observational counterpart, but the two are in

near-perfect agreement. The medium-shaded (cyan, dotted line) curve in this panel is the

CMB-only Yp prediction, which is the least precise but also completely consistent with the

other distributions. Panel (b) displays the dramatic consistency between the CMB+BBN

deuterium prediction and the observed high-z abundance. Moreover, we see that the D/H

observations are substantially more precise than the theory. Panel (c) shows the primordial

3He prediction, for which there is no reliable observational test at present. Finally, panel
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turn, we are struck by the spectacular agreement between D/H observations at z ∼ 3 and

the BBN+CMB predictions combining physics at z ∼ 1010 and z ∼ 1000. The consistency

among all three Yp determinations is similarly remarkable, and the joint concordance between

D and 4He represents a non-trivial success of the hot big bang model. Yet this concordance is

not complete: the pronounced discrepancy in 7Li measures represents the “lithium problem”

discussed below (§V). This casts a shadow of doubt over SBBN itself, pending a firm

resolution of the lithium problem, and until then the BBN/CMB concordance remains an

incomplete success for cosmology.

Quantitatively, the likelihoods in Fig. 3 are summarized by the predicted abundances

Yp = 0.24709± 0.00025 (24)

D/H = (2.58± 0.13)× 10−5 (25)

3He/H = (10.039± 0.090)× 10−5 (26)

7Li/H = (4.68± 0.67)× 10−10 (27)

log10 (
6Li/H) = −13.89± 0.20 (28)

where the central value give the mean, and the error the 1σ variance. The slightly differences

from the values in Table II arise due to the Monte Carlo averaging procedure here as opposed

to evaluating the abundance using central values of all inputs at a single η.

We see that the BBN/CMB comparison is enriched now that the CMB has achieved

an interesting sensitivity to Yp as well as η. This interplay is further illustrated in Figure

4, which shows 2-D likelihood contours in the (η, Yp) plane, still for fixed Nν = 3. The

Planck contours show a positive correlation between the CMB-determined baryon density

and helium abundance. Also plotted is the BBN relation for Yp(η), which for SBBN is a

zero-parameter curve that is very tight even including its small width due to nuclear reaction

rate uncertainties. We see that the curve goes through the heart of the CMB predictions,

which represents a novel and non-trivial test of SBBN based entirely on CMB data without

any astrophysical input. This agreement stands as a triumph for SBBN and the hot big

bang, and illustrates the still-growing power of the CMB as a cosmological probe.
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taking into account the contributions of photons, electrons and positrons, and neutrino

flavors appropriate for temperatures T > 1 MeV. At these temperatures, weak interaction

rates between neutrons and protons maintain equilibrium.

At lower temperatures, the weak interactions can no longer keep up with the expansion

of the universe or equivalently, the mean time for an interaction becomes longer than the

age of the Universe. Thus, the freeze-out condition is set by

G2
FT

5 ∼ Γwk(Tf) = H(Tf) ∼ G1/2
N T 2, (2)

where Γwk represents the relevant weak interaction rates per baryon that scale roughly as

T 5, and H is the Hubble parameter

H2 =
8π

3
GNρ (3)

and scales as T 2 in a radiation dominated universe. GF and GN are the Fermi and Newton

constants respectively. Freeze-out occurs when the weak interaction rate falls below the ex-

pansion rate, Γwk < H . The β-interactions that control the relative abundances of neutrons

and protons freeze out at Tf ∼ 0.8MeV. At freeze-out, the neutron-to-proton ratio is given

approximately by the Boltzmann factor, (n/p)f ≃ e−∆m/Tf ∼ 1/5, where ∆m = mn −mp

is the neutron–proton mass difference. After freeze-out, free neutron decays drop the ratio

slightly to (n/p)bbn ≃ 1/7 before nucleosynthesis begins. A useful semi-analytic description

of freeze-out can be found in [58, 59].

The first link in the nucleosynthetic chain is p + n → d + γ and although the binding

energy of deuterium is relatively small, EB = 2.2 MeV, the large number of photons relative

to nucleons, η−1 ∼ 109 causes the so-called deuterium bottleneck. BBN is delayed until

η−1exp(−EB/T ) ∼ 1 when the deuterium destruction rate finally falls below its production

rate. This occurs when the temperature is approximately T ∼ EB/ ln η−1 ∼ 0.1 MeV.

To a good approximation, almost all of the neutrons present when the deuterium bottle-

neck breaks end up in 4He. It is therefore very easy to estimate the 4He mass fraction,

Yp =
2(n/p)

1 + (n/p)
≈ 0.25, (4)
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Sensitivity to Nν

FIG. 7. The sensitivity of the light element predictions to the number of neutrino species, similar

to Figure 1. Here, abundances shown by blue, green, and red bands correspond to calculated

abundances assuming Nν = 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

purely from matching the BBN calculations with the observed abundances of helium and

deuterium. In this case, the fact that the peak of the likelihood function is at Nν = 2.85

can be traced directly to the fact that the central helium abundance is Yp = 0.2449. Given

the sensitivity of Yp to Nν found in Eq. 13, the drop in Nν from the Standard Model value

of 3.0, compensates for a helium abundance below the Standard Model prediction closer

to 0.247. Nevertheless, the uncertainty again places the Standard Model within 1 σ of the

distribution peak. The remaining cases displayed (in green) correspond to combining the

CMB data with BBN. There are 4 green curves in the left panel and these have been isolated

in the right panel for better clarity. As one can see, once one combines the BBN relation

between helium and the baryon density, the actual abundance determinations have only a

34
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T A B L E  l 

Effective degrees Of freedom, pho ton  numbers ,  the permi t ted  n u m b e r  of 
new neut r inos  

Td ~) 4g ' (Td)  Ny(To)/Nv(Td) ( T A / T ) .  A N~ 

m e - m ,  43 2.75 l 0.94 
m ,  - m r 57 3.65 0.91 1.39 
m~ - T  c 69 4.41 0.85 1.80 

- m~ 205 13.1 0.59 7.67 
m s - m  c 247 15.8 0.56 9.85 
m c - m  ~ 289 18.5 0.53 12.1 
m , - m  b 303 19.4 0.52 12.9 
m b - m  t 345 22.1 0.50 15.3 
m t - m  w 387 24.8 0.48 17.8 

> m  w 423 27.1 0.47 19.9 

~)These results  here are for the choice of cons t i tuent  quark  masses  so that  Mu. d ~ T c << M~. 
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asymptotically free quarks to unconfined color singlets to hadrons. To account for 
this, we evaluate the entropy in two ways. Using the hadrons listed in table 2, we 
calculate the entropy SH as a function of temperature [see eq. (26)]; i.e., we evaluate 
g~(T). Then, we repeat this calculation using the quarks listed in table 3 (for each 
choice of quark masses); we evaluate g~(T). We define the transition temperature by 
requiring that 

g h ( ~ )  : g;~(7~c) • (28) 

In this way no extra photons are produced by the transition from quarks to hadrons: 
Nv(>~ T~) = Nv(~< To). For constitutent quark masses, we find T~ ~ 0.21 GeV and for 
current algebra masses T~ ~ 0.22 GeV. We must emphasize that the quark-hadron 
transition is not sharp but, rather, goes smoothly from free quarks to free hadrons as 
the temperature drops from >> T c to << T c. We note in passing that the hadronic 
number density at T~ is 10-20 times nuclear matter density in agreement with the 
estimate by Baym [ 11 ]. 

As before, conservation of entropy and eqs. (23), (26) and (27) permit us to 
calculate the ratio of temperatures and photons as a function of the decoupling 
temperature: 

(29) 

Recall that Nv(To)=(~)'/aNv(T,) and g ' ( T , ) = ~ .  In fig. 3, g' is shown as a 
function of temperature for the two choices of quark masses. In fig. 4, we display 
(T  A / T ) ,  as a function of the decoupling temperature T d. 

Now we may re-evaluate the constraint from nucleosynthesis on AN, [see eqs. (20) 
and (21)]. Our results are plotted in fig. 5 where AN, is shown as a function of To, 
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CMB only determination	
of η and Nν

VI. LIMITS ON Neff

Before concluding, we consider a one-parameter extension of SBBN by allowing the num-

ber of relativistic degrees of freedom to differ from the Standard Model value of Nν = 3 and

Neff = 3.046. Opening this degree of freedom has an impact on both the CMB and BBN. In

Fig. 6, the thinner contours show the 2D likelihood distribution in the (η, Nν) plane, using

Planck data marginalizing over the CMB Yp. We see that the CMB Nν values are nearly

uncorrelated with η. The thicker contours include BBN information and are discussed below.

FIG. 6. The 2D likelihood function contours derived from the Planck Markov Chain Monte Carlo

base nnu yhe [113], marginalized over the CMB Yp (points). Thin contours are for CMB data

only, while thick contours use the BBN Yp(η) relation, assuming no observational constraints on the

light elements. We see that that whereas in the CMB-only case Nν and η are almost uncorrelated,

in the CMB+BBN case a stronger correlation emerges.
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CMB and BBN determination	
of η and Nν

FIG. 10. The resulting 2-dimensional likelihood functions for the baryon to photon ratio (η) and

the number of neutrinos (Nν), marginalized over the helium mass faction Yp, assuming different

combinations of observational constraints on the light elements.

The last panel of Figure 10 shows the likelihood contours using both the 4He and D/H

data. In this case, even without any CMB input, we are able to obtain reasonably strong

constraints on both η and Nν as seen by the thin and larger ellipses. When the CMB data

is added we recover the tight constraints which are qualitatively similar to those in the

previous two panels.

Finally, above in Figure 6, we show the 2-dimensional likelihood function using either

CMB only (the thin outer curves which trace the density of models results of the Monte-
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Convolved Likelihoods
Results for η (Nν)

TABLE V. The marginalized most-likely values and central 68.3% confidence limits on the baryon-

to-photon ratio and effective number of neutrinos, using different combinations of observational

constraints.

Constraints Used η10 Nν

CMB-only 6.08± 0.07 2.67+0.30
−0.27

BBN+Yp+D 6.10± 0.23 2.85 ± 0.28

CMB+BBN 6.08± 0.07 2.91 ± 0.20

CMB+BBN+Yp 6.07± 0.06 2.89 ± 0.16

CMB+BBN+D 6.07± 0.07 2.90 ± 0.19

CMB+BBN+Yp+D 6.07± 0.06 2.88 ± 0.16

D. Results: The Likelihood Functions

Applying the formalism described above, we derive the likelihood functions for SBBN and

NBBN that are our central results. Turning first to SBBN, we fix Nν = 3 and use the Planck

determination of η as the sole input to BBN in order to derive CMB+BBN predictions for

each light element. That is, for each light element species Xi we evaluate the likelihood

L(Xi) ∝
!

LPLA−base yhe(ωb, Yp) LBBN(η; {Xi}) dη (23)

where LBBN(η; {Xi}) comes from our BBN Monte Carlo, and where we use the η−ωb relation

in eq. (11). In the case of 4He, we use only the CMB η to determine the Xi = Yp,BBN

prediction and compare this to the CMB-only prediction.

The resulting CMB+BBN abundance likelihoods appear as the dark-shaded (purple, solid

line) curves in Figure 3, which also shows the observational abundance constraints (§III) in

the light-shaded (yellow, dashed-line) curves. In panel (a), we see that the 4He BBN+CMB

likelihood is markedly more narrow than its observational counterpart, but the two are in

near-perfect agreement. The medium-shaded (cyan, dotted line) curve in this panel is the

CMB-only Yp prediction, which is the least precise but also completely consistent with the

other distributions. Panel (b) displays the dramatic consistency between the CMB+BBN

deuterium prediction and the observed high-z abundance. Moreover, we see that the D/H

observations are substantially more precise than the theory. Panel (c) shows the primordial

3He prediction, for which there is no reliable observational test at present. Finally, panel

25
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Summary

• BBN and CMB are in excellent agreement 
wrt D and He	

• Li: Problematic	
- BBN 7Li high compared to observations	

• Important to consider:	
- Nuclear considerations 	
- Depletion (tuned)	
- BSM solutions? - 	
- these are very constrained now due to D 	

!

• Standard Model (Nν = 3) is looking good!


